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Photoshop Elements 8 for Mac: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2009
Ideal for scrapbookers, serious and casual photographers, and budding graphic artists alike, Photoshop Elements 8 for Mac is more powerful and easier to use than previous versions. But figuring out how and when to use the program's tools is still tricky. With this book, you'll learn not only what each tool does, but also when it makes the most...
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The Linked Photographers' Guide to Online Marketing and Social MediaCourse Technology PTR, 2010

	"The Linked Photographer's Guide to Online Marketing and Social Networking" is a complete resource for photographers looking to improve their business through social media. This book provides a step-by-step process for getting a photographer's business online, and acts as a reference guide for the variety of online marketing...
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Photoshop Elements 14 For Dummies (For Dummies (Computer/Tech))For Dummies, 2015

	The bestselling book on Photoshop Elements—now in a new edition


	Getting great photos is easier than you think—it just takes some know-how and a tool like Adobe's Photoshop Elements. Photoshop Elements 14 For Dummies is a fun and easy-to-follow guide for photographers and photo enthusiasts who want to...
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Color Management for Digital Photographers For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
Here's your key to perfect color in digital images
    

    Fine-tune brightness, contrast, and tone with Photoshop® Elements and these tips    

    Shooting great photos is only half the battle—tweaking the details in your digital darkroom makes the difference between so-so images and...
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Color Constancy (The Wiley-IS&T Series in Imaging Science and Technology)John Wiley & Sons, 2007
A human observer is able to recognize the color of objects irrespective of the light used to illuminate the objects. This ability is called color constancy. In photography, color constancy is known under the name white balance. Most amateur photographers have probably experienced the following problem at one time or another when a photograph is...
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Adobe Photoshop for Underwater PhotographersAmherst Media, 2006

	In a matter of a few short years, the underwater digital camera went from a novelty item to the predominant method for taking underwater pictures. Never before has a technology advanced so rapidly. Thanks to digital, though, underwater  photography has evolved into a shootto-edit process. Rather than having to get each image just right...
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Commercial Photography Handbook: Business Techniques for Professional Digital PhotographersAmherst Media, 2009

	
		Targeting new and experienced commercial photographers alike, this invaluable guide explores the different aspects and challenges of succeeding in the industry. Approaching the subject systematically, the topics begin with determining what kind of commercial photography to pursue and how to get the...
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Photographing Families: Tips for Capturing Timeless ImagesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Create family portraits to cherish for a lifetime


	Family photographs are a staple of both amateur and professional photography. While always in demand, they also pose a unique set of challenges. In this book, Canon Explorer of Light Michele Celentano guides beginning- to intermediate-level photographers around the common...
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Mac OS X for Photographers: Optimized image workflow for the Mac user (Digital Workflow)Focal Press, 2008
If you're a photographer using a Mac  and why wouldn't you be?  then you need this guide to optimizing OS X for your photography workflow.

Macs are still the hardware of choice for the cream of digital imaging experts  over two million registered Mac users of Adobe Photoshop can't be wrong. Let the expert advice of Rod Wynne-Powell help...
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Getting Started with Digital Imaging, Second Edition: Tips, tools and techniques for photographersFocal Press, 2006
Whether you are using a digital compact or dSLR camera to shoot, or a Mac or PC to manipulate your images, Joe Farace explains what products are out thereand how to use them to get the best shots.

While most books offer photographers tips and tricks for working with the latest software package, this book offers a new approach to working...
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Adobe Photoshop CS4 for Photographers: A Professional Image Editor's Guide to the Creative use of Photoshop for the Macintosh and PCFocal Press, 2008
Martin Evening's Adobe Photoshop for Photographers titles have become classic reference sources for photographers at all skill levels. Whether you are an accomplished user or just starting out, the Adobe Photoshop CS4 for Photographers book contains a wealth of practical advice, hints and tips to help you achieve professional-looking results. ...
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Photo Finish: The Digital Photographer's Guide to Printing, Showing, and Selling ImagesSybex, 2004

	"A must-have book for all photographers."

	--John Shaw, johnshawphoto.com


	If you're serious about digital photography, you know that taking a great photo is only the beginning. You want to share your polished images with the widest possible audience. This means you need to optimize images for different...
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